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Abstract: The authors consider the design of multirate filterbanks for applications such as subband
coding with IIR QMF (quadrature mirror filter) pairs. These offer reduced complexity and low
latency at the expense of the loss of exact linear phase. In particular, consideration is given to the
use of all-pass sections where linear phase is approximately achieved by being part of the objective
in numerical optimisation experiments. This approach compares favourably with previous IIR
based approaches. Finite wordlength design using simulated annealing shows that low coefficient
wordlength may be used. This leads to efficient realisations with three-port adaptors. Using
pipelining implementation, a flexible VLSI architecture is designed that can be used for a variety of
subband decompositions. Layout and simulation of the design have been performed.

1 Introduction

Multirate techniques have made tremendous progress in
recent years [1]. A key characteristic of multirate
algorithms is that they offer many advantages, such as
reduced computational complexity for a given task and
reduced transmission rate (i.e. bits per second), depending
on the application [2]. Multirate systems are based on
digital filters. IIR filters have become a well-established
branch of filter banks in multirate systems because an IIR
QMF bank having the same stopband energy will be of
lower order, giving much reduced complexity compared to
a FIR QMF bank. Additionally, the low overall delay of
IIR QMF banks is useful when meeting certain CCITT
standards [3].

IIR filters based on all-pass sections are related to wave
digital filters and these have been shown to have low
sensitivity and hence are hardware-efficient, needing typi-
cally short coefficient wordlength [4]. The all-pass-based
QMF bank is free from aliasing and amplitude distortion [5].
However, because the all-pass subfilters cannot have linear
phase, the QMF bank has phase distortion (PHD). Earlier
approaches minimised the PHD using a separate all-pass
equaliser once the signal has been reconstructed [5].

In this paper we consider all-pass filters with approxi-
mately linear phase (ALP), designed with a direct design
method followed by finite wordlength optimisation via
simulated annealing. This produces a lower overall system
delay than the equaliser method. The all-pass sections are
realised using three-port wave digital adaptors. These will
be shown to be particular efficient, being minimum
multiplier structures and capable of being pipelined at the
subword level for enhanced throughput. Finite wordlength
performance is evaluated by numerical experiments on

the two-channel reconstruction system. Results show the
relative insensitivity of performance to coefficient
wordlength greater than 8 bits. The above results are used
in a VLSI implementation.

A flexible architecture for complete analysis=synthesis of
multirate filterbanks for use in subband coding systems
implemented with QMFs is considered in this paper. This
allows, through microcoding, configurations for analysis or
synthesis banks for uniform subband decomposition with up
to 64 bands.

Comparisons are made between all-pass filters using the
three-port adaptor in different realisations, and also between
the QMF-tree using a multiplexing scheme versus parallel
approach. These are completed with layout, functional and
time verification for ES2 standard cell technology, using the
Cadence Design FrameWork II design tool.

2 ALP design

The two-channel QMF bank structure is shown in Fig. 1.
It can be seen that the filter is a parallel connection of two all-
pass subfilters (PCAS). ALP can be achieved by using a
direct design method proposed for lattice wave digital filters
in [4]. This method requires a phase specification for each all-
pass branch. Single-rate PCAS filters have been designed
using this method. However, unlike single-rate PCAS filters,
where ALP is usually only required in the passband (and
possibly stopband for complementary output), QMF banks
require good ALP across the entire frequency response.

In order to achieve this, the subfilter phase is split into
p=2 either side of the average linear phase of the filter. The
correct phase specification is shown in Fig. 2. The branch
orders differ by one, and the highest order branch must split
below the average phase. This is because phase is fixed at
o ¼ 0 and p:

The average phase is given by fav ¼ �Ko; where

K ¼ 1

2
ð2N0 þ 2N1 þ 1Þ ð1Þ

N0 and N1 are the orders of A0ðzÞ and A1ðzÞ; respectively.
The filter coefficients are generated by performing a least

squares phase approximation [5] to the specified
phase response, such that f0 � f1 � �Ko in the range
0 � o � ðp� osÞ: f0 represents the phase of the upper
branch: A0ðz2Þ: f1 represents the phase of the lower branch:
z�1A1ðz2Þ:
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The phase of an all-pass subfilter Aiðz2Þ of order 2Ni has
the form:

fi ¼ �2Nioþ 2 tan�1

PNi

n¼1 aiðnÞ sin 2noPNi

n¼0 aiðnÞ cos 2no

( )
ð2Þ

Rationalising, rearranging and using trigonometric identi-
ties in (2) gives:

XNi

n¼1

aiðnÞ sin 2no� 1

2
ðfi þ 2NioÞ

� �

¼ sin
1

2
ðfi þ 2NioÞ

� �
ð3Þ

By selecting a set of Np frequency points, (3) generates a set
of Np simultaneous linear equations which can be solved for
an in the least squares sense.

2.1 Design example

In [6] the delay of an all-pass-based QMF bank with fifth-
order elliptic analysis=synthesis filters was equalised after
reconstruction using a ninth-order all-pass filter. The
complete system in [6] performed 11 multiplications per
sample, giving a stopband attenuation of 35 dB ðos ¼
0:62pÞ; with a delay ripple of 0.25 samples and an overall
delay of 23. The method proposed here achieved 35 dB
attenuation using a 13th-order analysis bank ðN1 ¼ 3;
N2 ¼ 3Þ; with a delay ripple of 0.16 samples at a delay of
6.5 [7]. The complete system has a delay ripple of 0.32
samples (with an overall delay of 13) and performs only six
multiplications per sample, while having the advantage of
ALP subband filters (delay ripple 0.16 samples).

3 Finite wordlength design

In order to establish the relationship between the phase
distortion, filter order and coefficient wordlength, a large
number of finite wordlength designs were undertaken.
The simulated annealing algorithm [8, 9] has been shown
to be suitable for designing digital filters with finite

wordlength coefficients and this was used [4]. The all-pass
subfilters of PCAS filters have traditionally been realised as
a cascade of second and first-order all-pass sections, using
two-port wave adaptors. However the two-port realisation
of the second-order all-pass section has half the maximum
sample rate of the first-order all-pass section. It has been
shown [10, 11] that significant improvements in terms of
increased clock rate can be achieved with a three-port
realisation of second-order all-pass sections. Therefore, in
this paper, the sections are realised as such, with a two-port
adaptor included in odd order branches.

3.1 Error function

The high precision result from the direct design method can
be used as an excellent starting point for a finite wordlength
design. The coefficient polynomials are factored into second
(and first)-order sections, transformed to give coefficients
for three-port (and two-port) realisations and then quantised
to a specified wordlength. The error function is formulated
as the weighted combination of two L2 norms, representing
the magnitude and delay errors:

K
XNm

i¼0

��MðoiÞ � HðoiÞ
��2 þ ð1 � KÞ

XNd

j¼0

��DðojÞ � K
��2 ð4Þ

where MðoÞ is the ideal magnitude frequency response,
HðoÞ is the actual frequency response, DðoÞ is the group
delay error.

3.2 Design examples

The method is applied to the design of the system of Fig. 1
with a stopband edge frequency os ¼ 0:64p and a stopband
attenuation of 33 dB. A large number of designs were
undertaken from os ¼ 0:5–0:7p; the reason for using os ¼
0:64p is compared to the reference [6] which uses

Fig. 1 Two-channel QMF bank

Fig. 2 Correct phase behaviour for ALP

Fig. 3 Maximum group delay error against coefficient word-
length (bits) for various filter orders

AP-based QMF bank, magnitude specified by Ws ¼ 0:64p; stopband
tol ¼ 40 dB
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os ¼ 0:62p (see Section 2.1). The result has a good shape
when the stopband edge frequency is 0:64p:

Figure 3 shows the maximum group delay error against
coefficient wordlength for various filter orders. It can be
seen that for a given order, the delay error cannot be
significantly reduced further when the coefficient wor-
dlength is increased above 8 bits. The proposed method is
also suitable for designing high order QMF banks with
negligible phase distortion. A 47th-order design is per-
formed with 8-bit coefficients, which achieves a 44 dB
stopband attenuation and a delay ripple of �0:0269 samples.
The corresponding magnitude and delay responses are
shown in Fig. 4.

4 VLSI design

4.1 Pipelining the three-port adaptor

A number of high speed architectures for the second-order
section based on the three-port adaptor have been proposed
[12–14]. However, it was recently shown [10] that by using
the three-port series adaptor, the sample rate can be
increased by up to a factor two. In this subsection a new
pipelined architecture [15] for the second-order section
based on the three-port adaptor is presented.

4.1.1 Bit-level realisation: Figure 5a shows
the signal flow graph of the three-port realisation of
the second-order all-pass section [10]. The circle
labelled ‘�1’ is a negation element. The transfer function
is given by

hðzÞ ¼ z�2 þ ðg2 � g1Þz�1 þ ð�g1 � g2 � 1Þ
1 þ ðg2 � g1Þz�1 þ ð�g1 � g2 � 1Þz�2

ð5Þ

The range of the three-port coefficients is such that
�2< g1 < 0 and �2< g2 < 0: For stability it is required
that j � g1 � g2 � 1j< 1 and jg2 � g1j< 2: It can be seen
from Fig. 5b that the filter contains two recursive paths.
In order for the structure to be more suitable for pipelining,
Fig. 5c shows the modified structure with balanced loops,
each containing one multiplier and two additions. Figure 5d
shows the structure redrawn such that it consists of two
similar blocks, each consisting of one multiplier and three
adders. In Fig. 5d the negator elements have been combined
within the blocks, also enabling the multiplier coefficients to
be negated. This is desirable as the coefficients are now

always positive, resulting in less type full-adder cells in the
bit-level multiplier arrays.

Figure 6 shows an improved carry–save array based on
the above technique for the right module in Fig. 5d with a
data wordlength d of 12 bits and a coefficient wordlength p
of 4 bits. The array has used a modified Pezaris array to
accept coefficient values between 0 and 2 simply by
making the left column of carry–save adders type 0 and
the bottom row of carry-save adders type 1: The carry–
propagate adder in the first column of the array calculates
the difference i3 � i4: The carry–propagate adder on
the second column of the array calculates the difference
ði3 � i4Þ � i2: The columns 3, 4 and 5 accumulate the
product �gði3 � i4 � i2Þ: To complete the module arith-
metic, a carry-propagate adder on the right of the array
computes o1 ¼ �gði3 � i4 � i2Þ þ i1:

4.1.2 Block-level realisation: The four bold hori-
zontal lines in Fig. 6 partition the array into three blocks.
The horizontal cuts are skewed on the left side of the array
to ensure that the i1 and i2 inputs to each block have the
same number of bits in each block. This is necessary
because the o1 output from the next block is fed back to
both i3 and i2: A block level view of the second-order
section is shown in Fig. 7a. The feedforward path has been
omitted as this can easily be fully bit-pipelined at a later
stage. Blocks A, B and C represent the left module. Blocks
D, E and F represent the right module. It can be seen that A
and D have inputs but no outputs to the external ports.
Also, C and F have outputs to the external ports but no

Fig. 5 Three-port realisation of second-order section

Fig. 4 Magnitude and group delay response of the 47th-order
filter
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inputs. The number of blocks representing each module is
determined by p and d and is given by

Nb ¼ d

p þ 2

� 	
R

þ1 ð6Þ

where ½ �R represents rounding up to the nearest integer.
The total number of bits processed (or full-adder cells)
required to compute each module output is equal to the
critical path p þ d þ 1: The number of bits processed from
the first block is determined by the coefficient wordlength
p, and is equal to the latency p þ 3: The number of bits
processed from the next block is in turn determined by the

bits processed from the first block. This results in all but
the last block having p þ 3 full-adder cells. When the data
wordlength d is a multiple of p þ 2; then the last block
consists of p þ 1 full-adder cells and all other blocks are of
size p þ 3 full-adder cells. As the data wordlength is
increased, the bits processed from the last block increases
until d is equal to another multiple of p þ 2; and then a new
block is added again. The number of bits processed in the
last block is given by

ðp þ d þ 1Þ � ðNb � 1Þðp þ 3Þ þ ðNb � 1Þ ð7Þ

The last term in (7) accounts for the ðNb � 1Þ-bit processed
overlap between adjacent blocks. A simplified equation is
given by

ðp þ d þ 1Þ � ðNb � 1Þðp þ 2Þ ð8Þ

So for d ¼ 12 and p ¼ 4 there are three blocks, with the
first and second having 7 bits processed and the last block
having 5 bits processed.

Fig. 6 Carry–save array of the three-port adaptor

Fig. 7 Block level pipelining of the three-port adaptor realising a
second-order section
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4.1.3 Pipelining scheme: The direct implemen-
tation of Fig. 7a leads to a slow clock rate. The longest critical
path consists of three blocks: A ) B ) C and D ) E ) F;
corresponding to p þ d þ 1 ¼ 17 full-adder cells. The
sample rate is dependent on the number of blocks and is
therefore dependent on p and d. The data wordlength
dependency of the critical path can be broken while still
applying the minimum level of pipelining, maximising the
speed of the architecture. The task of pipelining at the bit
level can be simplified by considering pipelining at the block
level. Manipulation of the delay elements around the block
level view is permitted providing that the number of delays in
the recursive paths remains unchanged.

The critical path can be made data wordlength-
independent simply by moving delays between the blocks
as in Fig. 7b. The symbol D represents a delay element
operating on all bits of the word except the LSB. Skewing
of i1 is necessary because the pipeline cuts across the array.
It now appears that the critical path has been reduced to
two blocks, such as B ) A or C ) B; however this is not
true. From the cell level view in Fig. 6 it can be seen that
all the blocks will operate in parallel. The critical path has
now been reduced from three blocks ðp þ d þ 1 ¼ 17Þ in
Fig. 7a, to one block ðp þ 3 ¼ 7Þ:

4.1.4 Comparisons: The array proposed in [12]
maximised the sample rate for the two-port realisation using
carry–save LSB-first arithmetic, giving a critical path of
2ðp þ 2Þ full-adder cells. Several high speed architectures
for wave digital filters based on performing the compu-
tations MSB-first using redundant arithmetic and fine grain
pipelining have been proposed [14]. It was concluded in
[13] that the LSB-first carry save array for the two-port
realisation is superior in terms of clock rate to the MSB-first
array proposed in [14] for coefficient wordlengths of 8 bits
or less. The proposed architecture based on the series three-
port adaptor has a critical path of p þ 3 full-adder cells.
It was found [10] that in the design of lattice wave digital
filters, the all-pass subfilters using the three-port realisation
required a coefficient wordlength of one bit extra compare
to the two-port realisation. Taking this into account
p0 ¼ p þ 1; the speedup factor of the new architecture
compared to the two-port LSB-first architecture is
2ðp þ 2Þ=ðp0 þ 3Þ; giving 1.5 when p ¼ 4 and 1.8 when
p ¼ 16: It is estimated that the proposed architecture will be
superior to the MSB-first array for coefficient wordlength of
16 bits or less.

4.2 Bit-level implementation

In order to explore possibilities for efficient VLSI
implementation of the all-pass filters, we investigated two
implementations, which have alternatively programmable
coefficients (PC) and fixed coefficients (FC) implementation
and which use pipelining. These can be denoted pipelined
PC (PPC) and pipelined FC (PFC). By using fixed
coefficients, the number of levels of addition required to
implement a three-port adaptor can be reduced by eliminat-
ing multiplier rows where the coefficient bit is zero.
This saves area.

Table 1 shows specifications of the three-port adaptor
with different implementations. The results suggest that
with PFC implementation a speed-up factor can be achieved
without increasing silicon area.

4.3 VLSI architecture design

4.3.1 Recirculating structure: It is frequently
not sufficient just to partition a frequency band into two

subbands. The number of subbands can be increased
successively by further decomposition of the subband into
two other bandwidths [16]. Therefore, an architecture for
tree-structured QMF banks is proposed for VLSI
implementation [17] which is shown in Fig. 8. If a fixed
tree structure was required, for example in a particular
coding algorithm, then one might consider direct parallel
implementation. This would give high speed in exchange
for an extensive VLSI area cost because the sample rate
could be the maximum clock rate of the all-pass filter.
However, multiplexing schemes can be employed to
reduce the area cost at the expense of reduced throughput.
As we shall see, because of the multirate nature of the
system, the area to time trade-off is good. Multiplexed
architectures involve recycling output samples of each
analysis=synthesis stage through the same filters. Our
architecture is an example of this and promises area
efficient implementation of a wide range of tree structures
with reasonable throughput. For simplicity and ease of
demonstration of the design concept, we have chosen
processor hardware consisting of a single QMF pair. This
enables the fixed coefficient design to be used.
More generally, one might consider any number of
hardware units [18]. One innovation of the architecture is
that it allows a single chip to be configured to perform
analysis or synthesis filtering with an arbitrary number of
tree levels in an arbitrary tree structure. The chip is based
on a processing element that implements a pair of all-pass
filters, through which data is recirculated via a dual-port
RAM, whose addressing is controlled by a micropro-
grammed sequencer. The microprogram store contents are
compiled to effect the overall filtering operations required.

The proposed recirculating architecture has been com-
pleted with layout and functional and timing verification for
ES2 standard cell technology, using Cadence Design
FrameWork II [19]. Functional verification is achieved by
comparing simulation data with high level models. The
design issue for the recirculating RAM-based architecture is
the mapping of a filterbank structure into an address
sequence. Table 2 shows the specifications of the recirculat-
ing analysis and synthesis filter banks for uniform subband
decomposition with up to 64 bands.

4.3.2 Sample rate: Because of decimation, each
level in a uniform subband decomposition requires 1=2
QMF operations per sample period. At level n there are 2n�1

QMF pairs, running at a sample rate of Fs=2n: Thus if fCLK

is the maximum clock frequency of an all-pass section,
the architecture with proper sequencing realises an
M-level (2M-band) analysis bank with a sample rate of
Fs ¼ 2fCLK=M:

4.3.3 Comparison and chip layout: Compara-
tive studies have been performed that examine the

Table 1: Specification of three-port adaptor with
different implementations

Specification PC FC PPC PFC

Data=Coeffs, bit 16/8 16/8 16/8 16/8

Technology, CMOS 1 mm 1 mm 1 mm 1 mm

Trans. count 17 346 13 000 20 526 16 960

Core area, mm2 2.94 2.24 3.62 2.88

Sample rate, MHz 24.30 24.30 48.50 48.50

Area factor 1 0.75 1.18 0.98

Speed-up factor 1 1 2.02 2.02
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three-port adaptor in different realisations, and recirculating
versus parallel structures. Table 3 shows the VLSI area
comparison between recirculating and parallel structures.
The computation rate is explained and shown in Table 4.
It is found that the area – time trade-off favours
parallel implementations for small tree sizes and the
recirculating structure favours more complex filter banks.

5 Conclusions

This paper has given consideration to ALP design and VLSI
implementation of all-pass-based QMF banks, the main
thrust being that of efficient hardware implementations
incorporating area and speed efficiency. This was accom-
plished by considering the design and implementation of an

all-pass section using three-port wave adaptor and recircu-
lating structure for tree-structured QMF banks. Other
research has been carried out in this area [20–22].

The authors have proposed a new method to design
all-pass-based QMF banks with good ALP. As well as
producing a lower overall system delay than the equaliser
method, the resultant system is more efficient while also
having ALP subband filters. The effects of using finite
wordlength coefficients have been examined and it has
been shown that for ALP design, the use of coefficient
wordlength greater than 8 bits is unlikely to be
worthwhile.

The author has also proposed an idea using fixed
coefficients realisation to save VLSI area and has developed
a pipelining scheme to increase the sample rate. A block
level view of the three-port realisation was shown together
with a pipelining scheme that breaks the data wordlength
dependency of the critical path. A comparison with other
methods indicates that the proposed architecture is the
fastest for all practical coefficient wordlengths.

Furthermore, a flexible architecture has been designed for
analysis=synthesis banks for uniform subband decompo-
sition with up to 64 bands. The above results have been used
in VLSI implementation. Comparisons of the three-port
adaptor in different realisations and recirculating versus
parallel structures have been made. A layout of the
recirculating QMF chip (Fig. 9) has been completed for
ES2 standard cell technology using Cadence Design
FrameWork II. However, the chip is not yet implemented
in silicon.

Table 3: VLSI area (mm2) comparison between
recirculating (R) and parallel (P) structures with FC and
PFC realisation

Bands R. FC P. FC R. PFC P. PFC

4 14.01 14.67 44.03 19.11

8 14.01 34.23 44.03 44.59

16 14.01 73.35 44.03 95.54

Table 4: Computation rate

Bands

Clock cycles

of parallel

approach ðCpÞ

Clock cycles of

recirculating

approach ðCrÞ

Computation

rate ðCp=CrÞ

2 1 1 1

4 2 4 1/2

8 3 12 1/4

16 4 32 1/8

Fig. 8 Recirculating architecture for tree-structured QMF banks

Fig. 9 Layout of the recirculating QMF chip

Table 2: Specifications of uniform subband
decomposition with up to 64 bands

Band ð2MÞ 4 8 16 32 64

Ana. bank memory

address 5 11 23 47 95

Syn. bank memory

address 7 17 37 77 157

Dual-port (AP-, R-)

RAM size, words 8 32 64 128 256
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